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Abstract;
This paper determines local income taxation, resource allocation, and size of an urban economy simultaneously. The
local government provides residents with pure public commodities and collects income taxes. Taxation is based upon the
work-incentive model. Two cases are considered. First, persons
differ solely with respect to ability. When compared to a
spaceless economy, marginal tax rates are no longer nil for
the persons with lowest and highest ability. Secondly, persons are identical. Although everybody enjoys the same utility
in equilibrium, incomes are different due to commuting costs.
Hence, identical persons do not pay the same tax. In both
cases, the marginal tax rate can be positive, nil, or negative
when using the same assumptions being made for a spaceless
economy.

- l1. INTRODUCTION

Since Henry George's proposal it has been recognized
that, in an urban economy, a single tax on differential land
rents would be optimal in order to finance local pure public
commodities, where the differential land rent is the difference
between market land rent and opportunity cost (e.g. agricultural land rent). Moreover, local governments, the expenditure of which is equal to the revenues obtained from taxing
away differential land rents, would induce migration between
cities in such a way that each city will attain its optimal
population. Apart from the fact that Henry George's "golden
rule of local public finance" only holds in the absence of
spillover effects within and among cities, a hundred percent
tax on differential land rents is. of little practical value.
Indeed, there is, to my knowledge, no city in the world which
applies single land taxes combined with lump-sum transfers,
the latter in order to correct for spillover effects. As was
noted by Mills (1972, p. 239), a single land tax would remove
the incentive to search for the most valuable use of land,
unless local governments can perform as well as private realtors. While in the case of a single land tax local governments (or local land banks) would own all urban land, they
would have to buy rural land from farmers and lease it to the
highest bidder.
Abstracting from the "ideal" single land tax, local
governments apply different taxes in different countries.
While most North-American cities raise about two thirds of the
revenues from their residents by property taxes (see e.g.
Mills (1972, table 12-2, p. 222)), most Continental European
cities use a (local) income tax in order to finance local
public expenditure. As was shown by Mills (1972, p. 154)
using a 1968 sample for the United States, property taxes
combined with sales taxes and charges, which alltogether account for about 88% of financing local public expenditure,
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are likely to be regressive taxes. Considering the fact that
an income tax is less distorting than commodity taxes, the
use of a local income tax should be as appropriate as a federal
income tax, provided that a single land tax and lump-sum transfers are ruled out. For example, Swiss cities apply an almost
pure income tax: about 98% of the revenues are raised from
residents and corporations by local income taxes. An interesting
feature of this system is the fact that the income tax schedule
is the same for all local governments in a Canton (a Canton
is politically equivalent to a state in the USA), but the tax
base varies among local jurisdictions. Both the tax schedule
and the tax base are periodically adjusted by public votes.
As a matter of fact, rich suburbs have usually a lower tax
base than the core city of the same metropolitan area. The
lower tax base, the disproportionate share of the poor by
spatial separation of income classes, and the outflow of benefits from local public commodities .have been mentioned as the
possible reasons for the plight of the core city in metropolitan areas.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the income
tax schedule of a metropolitan area. The metropolitan area
consists of one jurisdiction and provides residents with pure
public commodities. The exposition of income taxation is based
upon the work-incentive model, in which the household responds
to the tax by adjusting his working time. In the next section,
the model is described. Optimal income taxes are defined to
be those taxes which maximize the welfare of the urban economy
subject to several constraints. Households are assumed to differ
solely with respect to productive skill. When compared to a
spaceless economy, marginal tax rates are no longer nil for
the persons with lowest and highest ability. Moreover, marginal
tax rates can be positive, nil, or negative when using the same
assumptions being made for a spaceless economy. Since in this
model more able (rich) persons live farther away from the CBD
than less able (poor) persons, a regressive tax schedule could
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be possible, conforming with the observation that rich suburbs
have a lower tax base. In the third section, the same urban
economy is considered to consist of identical households. An
interesting feature of the spatial economy is the fact that
identical persons, who enjoy the same utility in equilibrium,
do not have the same income. This is due to commuting costs
in terms of both expenditure and time. Hence, identical households do not pay the same income tax, provided that taxation
is based upon the work-incentive model. Again, marginal tax
rates are no longer nil at the upper and lower end. Finally,
in both cases the welfare maximization determines income tax
schedule, allocation of resources, and city size simultaneously.

2. HOUSEHOLDS WITH DIFFERENT ABILITIES

2.1 Description of the urban economy
In this section, we are going to describe the urban economy.
Suppose that there is a featureless plane, on which the monocentric and symmetric urban unit is located. The Central Business District (CBD) is surrounded by a residential city, where
all households live. Households commute to the CBD. The time
spent on commuting for a household living at distance r from
the center is t(r). This is a given datum to the household.
The marginal time cost of commuting is assumed to be positive
but must not necessarily be constant, i.e.,
•

t(r)=dt/dr>0.

(la)

In the sequel, a dot means the derivative with regard to distance,
Households compete for an aggregate consumption good (c) and
land (Ü).1 The exposition of income taxation is based upon the
work-incentive model, in which the individual household responds
to the tax by adjusting his working time (t ). In addition to

- 4households, there are a local government providing a pure
local public commodity (G), landlords who do not live in the
city, and an aggregate production sector located in the CBD.
The household's utility function (u) is written:
u=u(c,£,t0-t(r)-tw,G),

(2a)

where t a is available time per period, e.g. 24 hours a day.
Each household has the same utility function, which is assumed
to be concave and twice differentiable. Following Mirrlees (1971),
households are assumed to differ solely with respect to ability (n). An individual of productive skill nl can do in 1/ni
hours what an individual of ability n2 can perform in l/n2
hours (Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1976). The effective labour
supplied by a "n-person"2 is his working time (t ) augmented
by the factor n: n t (Ordover and Phelps, 1979). His income
(y) is thus the algebraic product of his labour supply and
wage rate :
Wr

y=tw n w, or tw= —
where w is
1) for one
Hence, the
the income

(2b)

the- wage rate paid to a person of unit ability (n=
unit of working effort (Ordover and Phelps, 1979).
utility function (la) can be written, when using
instead of working time as a variable:

u=u(c,£,t0-t(r)-y/(nw),G).

(2c)

Next, consider the household's budget in terms of expenditure:
y-T(y)-c-p(r)£(r)-T(r)>0,

(3a)

where T(y) denotes the income tax schedule, p(r) the residential
land rent, and t(r) the out-of-pocket commuting cost. The latter
is a given datum to the household.3 Again, the out-of-pocket
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commuting cost increases with distance:
T(r)=dt/dr>0.

(Ib)

The aggregate consumption commodity (c) has an unit price,
i.e., it serves as numéraire in this model. In addition to
the income budget, households face a time constraint for leisure:
a=t0-t(r)-y/(nw)>0.

(3b)

Leisure time (a) is equal to the available time minus the
time spent on commuting minus working time. Later, we assume
that everybody enjoys some leisure time in equilibrium.
The local government collects local income taxes and,
in turn, provides residents with a pure public commodity (or
an aggregate commodity). Though it is not easy to find pure
public goods in reality, this assumption is retained here for
the sake of simplicity. The public commodity shall be produced
and located in the CBD. It could be a theatre, museum, or
public chamber of commerce, all providing everybody with their
services equally. In order to produce the pure public commodity (G), labour effort (N ) and land located in the CBD
(L ) is needed:

g

G=G(N , L ) ,

g g

Gi=3G/3N , G2=3G/3L

g

g

>0.

(4)

Here and for the production of the aggregate consumption
commodity, we disregard other production factors, e.g. capital,
because we focus on a pure income taxation. The marginal
products of labour and land shall be positive, but the production function (4) is not restricted to have constant returns
to scale. It does not matter whether the public commodity is
produced privately or by the local government itself. Public
and private commodities compete for labour and CBD land. Hence,
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the local government's budget restraint can be written as:

Ng w+L
"'"g p,
*V<

r*i
ra

T(y)

4><r)

dr,

(5)

H(r)

where pb is the land rent in the CBD, <|>(r) the shape of the
city, r0 the CBD radius, and TI the city radius. The left-hand
side of eqn (5) represents public expenditures, that is, incomes
and land rents paid by the local government to produce the
desired level of public commodities. Since we do not consider
explicitly the spatial pattern of production in the CBD, the
land rent in the CBD is independent of distance. The righthand side of eqn (5) represents tax receipts from city households. One household living at distance r from the center pays
income taxes T(y) and demands £(r) land. The available land
in a ring of width dr is <J>(r) dr. Hence, there are <j>(r) dr/£(r)
households living between distances r and r+dr. Integrating over
the residential city yields total tax receipts. The shape of
the city is predetermined by the geography of the area:
0«j>(rK2 -rr r.

(6)

If all land in a ring is available for residential buildings,
then the shape is equal to the perimeter of the circle (2irr) .
Private commodities are produced in the CBD with agglomeration economies. The latter are usually assumed to depend
on the city population, see e.g. Henderson (1977). Here,
agglomeration economies shall depend on the level of public
commodities, thus connecting private and public production:
¥(G) *(NC,LC),

(7a)

where Nc is labour effort demanded and Lc is CBD land demanded
for private commodities production in the CBD. Following
Henderson (1977), agglomeration economies are external to
firms, the production of which takes place under constant

*

"7 —

returns to scale:
«(•)=#i(') NG+*2(') LG ; *i(')53*/3N c . 42(')53«/3Lc

(7b)

Furthermore, it is assumed that marginal products are positive
and the law of diminishing returns holds:1*
$1, $ 2 >0> *n, <J>22<0* $1i=3 2 $/SN 2 , $22=32$/3L2 .
C

C

(7c)

Following Henderson (1977), agglomeration economies tend to
fall with increasing output of public commodities:5
V=d¥/dG>0,

T '5d2y/dG2<0.

(7d)

Competitive wage rate and CBD land rent are equal to their
value of marginal products:
w=<F(G) *i(N C .LC ),

(8a)

Pb=¥(G) <&2(Nc,Lc).

(8b)

Recall that the private commodity has a unit price. By (8) and
(7b), factor payments from the private commodity production
exhaust revenues.
Next, consider factor markets. Following Mirrlees (1976),
abilities are assumed to be distributed with a given density
function (f(n)) over the city population (P):
rni

f(n) dn,

1=

n 0 , n^O,

(9)

n0

where n0 and ni are the lowest and highest ability which can
be observed (, if they can be observed at all). For numerical
computations, a lognormal distribution is usually presupposed.
The supply of residential land in a ring of width dr is 4>(r)
dr. There live P f(n) |dn/dr dr households which demand £(r)

- 8land. Here |dn/dr| is the Jacobian of the transformation which
allocates P f(n) dn households to this ring at distance r-, see
Beckmann (1969). Later we will confine ourselves to the case
of dn/dr>0, that is, when more able persons live farther away
from the center than less able persons. Equilibrium on the
residential land market requires therefore:

4>(r)
P f(n) |n(r)|= j^y , or

(lOa)

4>(r)
n(r)|=

.

(lOb)

£(r) P f(n)
The supply of land in the CBD is equal to the integrated shape
of the city, while the demand for land in the CBD is equal to
the land which is devoted to the production of private and
public commodities:
r0
L +L = f
cj)(r) dr,
g c Jo

or

r0
LC= | <fr(r) dr - L

(lia)

.

(lib)

Total labour effort which is supplied by the households living
in the city is the individual labour effort integrated over
the population:
HI

nfl

ri

n t f(n) dn = P
w
;j

r0

n t f(n)
w

dn/dr

dr,

while the demand is given by the labour effort devoted to the
production of private and public commodities (N +N ). Substituting eqns (2b) and (lOa) into the above equation, equilibrium on the labour market requires:
ri
f

N +N

y(r) <J)(r)

^
g

dr
J

r0 w

i(r)

, or

(12a)
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rri
w

N +N

[ c gl * JI

4» (r)
y(r)

r0

TUT

dr

(12b)

'

because the wage rate is independent of distance and positive
by (8a). Note that we can derive the local government's budget
restraint (5) in a similar way as (12a): First integrate taxes
over the ability, then over distance while using (10a).
Due to the fact that landlords are absent in this model,
the supply of private commodities is greater than the city
residents demand for private commodities by the amount of
total land rents paid to landlords. Integrating the individual
budget constraint (3a) when using (5), (7b), (lia), and (12a)
yields:

r ri

*(r)
[c(r)+T(r)] y^ry dr + Pfa

Y(G) *(NC,LC) =

ro

r
f °

<j>(r) dr

o
*i

p(r) 4>(r) dr

.

(13a)

r0
The left-hand side is the supply of private commodities in the
city. The first term of the right-hand side is city residents
total demand for private commodities (including out-of-pocket
commuting cost), while the last two terms are total land rents
paid to absentee landlords. In other words, we could say that
(completely price elastic) net exports to other cities amount
to total land rents paid to absentee landlords. Alternatively,
we could have assumed that all land is owned by a land bank
which is run by the local government, and that city residents
hold shares of this land bank. In the case of equal share holding by city residents, the income of an individual is the sum
of wage income and total land rents per person, minus total
agricultural land rents per person, the latter being paid for
total city land to absentee farmers. If taxes are levied on
total individual incomes, then (3a), (5) , (7b) , (lia) , and
(12a) yield:

- 10 ri
r*1
4» (r)
r
Y (G) *(Nc,Lc) = I [c(r)+T(r)] j^y dr + p* [ <fr(r) dr,

r0

(13b)

0

where p* is agricultural land rent. Now, net exports are equal
to total agricultural land rents paid for the city area. To
complete our model, there remain some boundary conditions to
be specified in the next section.
2.2 Optimal income taxation
Following the utilitarian tax philosophy, optimal income
taxes are defined to be those taxes which maximize total welfare of city residents (W):
ni

W=

J

n0

*i
S(u) P f(n) dn = I S(u) P f(n) |dn/dr
TO

dr,

or using (lOa):
r ri
W=

J

r0

*(r)
S(u) —
dr ,
A(r)

(14)

where S is a social welfare function with S'>0, S''<0, where
S'=dS/du. This maximization is restrained by the following
conditions: Each household maximizes utility (2c) subject to
the budget constraints (3a,b); local government's tax receipts
are at least as great as public expenditures (5); land markets
are in equilibrium (lOb, lia)\ and labour efforts supplied by
city residents are at least as great as demanded by firms, in
order to produce private and public commodities (12a).
We will first consider the individual's utility maximization, which will enable us to reformulate the welfare maximization (14) as a manageable control problem. Using (2c), (3a),
and (3b), the Lagrangian (L) is:
L=u (c(r),A(r) ,t0-t(r)-y(r)/(nw) ,G)+A{y(r)-T(y)-c(r)-p(r)£(r)
-T(r)}+y{to-t(r)-y(r)/(nw)}.
(15)

- 11 For a fixed tax schedule, a person of ability n will maximize
(15) in two steps: First with regard to consumption, land,
and income when land rents are given. Secondly, with regard
to location so as to keep a particular utility level attained
in the first step. In.the sequel, we assume that everybody is
given both some consumption and land in equilibrium. Hence,
everybody must work in equilibrium by the individual's budget
constraint (3a). Moreover, we assume that everybody enjoys
some leisure time in equilibrium. Therefore, both assumptions
imply that the marginal utility of expenditure (X) is positive
and that the marginal utility of available time (y) is zero
by the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The first-order conditions for
(15) can therefore be written as:
3u/3c=U!=X,

(16a)

3u/3£=u2=X p(r),

(lob)

u3/X=n w [l-T'(')l,

u3=3u/3a; T'=dT/dy,

p(r)=-[T(r)+u3 t(r)/X]/A(r)<0.

(16c)
(16d)

The third equation says that the marginal utility of leisure
evaluated in terms of expenditure is equal to the marginal
wage income net of taxes. According to (16d), a person of
ability n is willing to pay land rents which tend to fall with
increasing distance from the center. Following Mirrlees (1976) ,
the first-order conditions (16) can be merged into one equation
of motion, when considering the maximum direct utility of a
n-person (v(r)) living at distance r:

y(r)
v(r)=max u(c (r) ,£ (r) ,t -t(r)

,G) .

(17)

n (r) w
By differentiating (17) with respect to distance, we obtain:

U3
v=(ux c+u2 A+u 3 t

U

3y

• y)+
n(r).
n(r) w
n(r)2 w

(18)

By differentiating the individual's budget constraint (3a)

- 12 with regard to distance and after substituting the first-order
conditions (16) into it, we can see that in (18) the term in
brackets is equal to zero. Hence, (18) reduces to

v(r)=

u 3 («) y(r) .
n(r) ,
w n(r)2

(19)

which is the equation of motion for the utility level. The
first-order conditions imply (19), and we assume that the
converse is also true.8 Following Cooter (1978), consumption
is expressed as an inverse function of (17) in order to use
the maximum utility level as a state variable:

y(r)
c(r)=c(v(r) ,A(r) ,t0-t(r)-

n(r)w/G] .

(20)

To eliminate the tax schedule as a control variable, taxes
are substituted in (5) from the individual's budget constraint
(3a). This makes it necessary to use the land rent function
as an additional state variable, whose equation of motion is
given by (16d). Finally, the marginal utility of expenditure
is a function of tax schedule, land rent, ability,wage rate,
public commodity, available time, and commuting cost functions,
Deleting exogeneous variables and substituting taxes by (3a),
we obtain:
X»X(y(r)-c(r)-p(r)£(r)-T(r) ,p(r) ,n(r) ,w,G) .

(21)

Now, the welfare maximization (14) is written as:
ri

<t»(r)

r

W* =

max
(y(r) ,5,(r) ,Ng,Lg,Nc>

I
J
r0

S(v(r))

dr

(22a)

i(r)

subject to:
u 3 (c(-) ,A(r) ,t„-t(r)-y(r)/(n(r)w) ,G)y(r)

v(r) =

n(r)

w n(r)2

(22b)
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4>(r)
n(r)| =

(22c)
A(r) P f(n)
u 3 (c(-),A(r) ,t0-t(r)-y(r)/(n(r)w) ,G)

p(r)=-|r(r)+

t(r) |/£(r)
X(y(r)-c(-)-p(rH(r)-T(r) ,p(r) ,n(r) ,w,G)
(22d)

f*(r)
r;
- ri r
f
w N +p L 4
[y(r)-c(.)-p(r)A(r)-T(r)Jn ^
dr
g Û 9 J
rn o
A(r)
A(r)

r
w[N c+N 1<
9

ri

HM-*-;

y(r)
J

(22e)

dr.

(22f)

0 frO

The first equation of motion contains the individual maximizing
positions as given by (19). The next two equations determine
equilibrium on the residential land market as given by (lOb)
and (16d). The next constraint is the local government's
budget (5), and the last constraint is that for the labour
market (12b). Note that we can substitute into (22): CBD land
allocated to private commodity production (L ) by (lib); public
commodities (G) by (4) ; wage rate (w) and CBD land rent (p, )
by (8); and finally consumption (c) by (20). Therefore, there
remain the two control variables income (y) and residential
land (1); the three control parameters labour effort in private
and public commodity production (N , N ) and the CBD land allocated to public commodities (L ). State variables are the
equilibrium utility levels of n-persons (v); abilities (n),
that is, the allocation of n-persons in the residential city;
and residential land rents (p). Boundary conditions are:
n(r0)=n0 and n(r!)=nt,

(23a)

if we assume that n(r)>0, that is, more able persons live farther
away from the center than less able persons. In the appendix,
we show sufficient conditions for this assumption to hold.
Additional boundary conditions are:

- 14 P(r0)=Pb and p(ri)=p*.

(23b)

The residential land rent at the edge of the CBD must be equal
to the CBD land rent, the latter given by (8b). Finally, the
residential land rent at the edge of the city must equal the
agricultural land rent, the latter given exogeneously.
2.3 Necessary conditions for the urban economy
The above welfare maximization determines income tax
schedule, allocation of resources, and city size simultaneously,
Following Long and Vousden (1977), the Hamiltonian for (22)
can be written, considering n(r)>0:
<f>(r)
HES(v(r))

u 3 (-) y(r) 4>(r)
+ Pi(r)

£(r)
«3<«>

t(r)+

w n(r)2 Mr) P f(n)

<|>(r)
+ U2(r)

£(r) P f(n)

.

t(r)
X(-)

- y 3 (r)

<fr(r)
+ a![y(r)-c(-)-p(r)Jl(r)-T(r)]

A(r)

A(r)

4>(r)

+ a2 y(r)

,

(24)

£(r)
where uj. , u 2 , Ps are costate variables and a l 7 a2 are constants.
The latter are positive numbers because we assume that (22e)
and (22f) hold as equalities at the optimum. Necessary conditions
for an optimum of (22) are:
3H/3y=0,

(25a)

9H/3£=0,

(25b)

-Ui(r)=3H/3v,

(25c)

-U2(r)=3H/3n,
-{i3(r)=3H/3p,

(25d)
(25e)

along with the equations of motion (22b-d). We need six boundary
conditions for the six differential equations, plus two conditions
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for the CBD and city radii. The latter determine CBD and city
sizes for a given population at the optimum. Four boundary
conditions are given by (23a,b). The last two are:
Ui(r0)-Vi(r!)=0,

(23c)

that is, the costate variable for the utility level is nil at
the edge of both the CBD and the city, because utilities are
not constrained at these two points. The two conditions for the
unknown radii are obtained from transversality conditions
(Long and Vousden, 1977):
a! ¥(G) <Kr fl ) [*12(ON +*22(OL^+a2[Nc+N^¥(G)*l2(O<J>(r0)

+H(-)L r . -y3(r0mG)$22(-)*(r0) =
r-r0
3

t(r)

u 3 (O

Ui(r)

y(r)<J>(r)
n(r)2A(r)Pf(n)

3

(|)(r)y(r) 3c ( - )
-cti

3r0

w

r=r0

£(r) 3r0

r=r0

£(r)'n(r) 3a

Y(G)$12,(-)<J)(ro)
dr, and

w'
H(«)

r=rj

=0.

(23d)

The first equation is the transversality condition for the
CBD radius, while the second is that for the city radius. If
labour efforts and CBD land allocated to public commodities
are given exogeneously, then (23) and (25) describe the necessary conditions for the urban economy at the optimum. The
transversality conditions to determine labour efforts (N ,N )

g c
and CBD land (L ) endogeneously are lengthy formulae and therefore omitted here.
We wish to focus on the four theorems as given by Cooter
(1978). First, observe that a person with higher productive

- 16 skill enjoys at least as high utility as a person with lower
productive skill, since v(r)<0 if n(r)<0 by (22b). This reflects
the fact that a person with higher productive skill can always
earn the same income, live at least as far away from the center,
pay the same tax as someone with lower ability, but enjoy
greater leisure. Hence, we conclude that income does not fall
with higher ability (dy/dn>0). Not surprisingly, Cooter's
second theorem also hold in a spatial context. It says that the
marginal tax rate is less than one, that is, nobody's income
is confiscated by the local government. This follows immediately
from (22b) which implies the individual's first-order condition (16c):
U3

T'=i -

< i, since u 3 , X, n, w>0.

Xnw
By concavity of the utility function, no one would substitute
more working effort for a decrease in income. This result tells
us more about the limiting assumptions of the model than about
reality.7 Next, consider the marginal tax rate for the persons
with lowest and highest ability. Phelps (1973) found that the
marginal tax rate for the person with highest ability is nil,
while that for the person with lowest ability is also nil due
to Seade (1975). This is the content of Cooter's third theorem.
Mirrlees (1976, p.340) questioned the practical value of this
result. Indeed, in a spatial economy, the marginal tax rate
is no longer nil at the upper and lower end. However, it is
not clear whether it is positive or negative. The marginal tax
rate at both ends can be derived as follows. First expand (25a):
<fr(r)

3H/3y=yi(r)

, t(r)
—
3
[
u
—
3(•)y(r)]/3y-y3(r)
wn(r)2A(r)Pf(n)
A(r)
<Hr)

3 [ u 3 ( - ) / X ( - ) ] / 3 Y +a 1 [l-3c/9y]

<|>(r)
+a 2

£(r)

=0.
£(r)

(26)
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Recall that ux(r0)=yi(ri)=0 by (23c). The rate of substitution
of consumption for income is, due to (20) ana(17):
3c/3y=l-T'(y).

(27 a)

The sign of the costate variable of the residential land rent
can be obtained from (25e):
t(r)u3(O
y3(r)=
where

3[l/X(-)]/3p waUî+ciicMr),

3X

3X

A
"3P - a T

3p

.X ( • ) .

(27b)

•A(r)

X2

3X
3P v=const .

(27 c)

X2

Varying the residential land rent will change the marginal
utility of expenditure so as to keep utility constant. Write
(27b) as follows: u3(r)=h(r) p 3 (r) + b(r). The solution is
when integrating backwards:
n

ri
ri
y3(r)=y3(ri)exp(-/r h(Ç)dç)-exp(-/r h(Ç)dÇ)

ri

b(n)exp(/ h(?)dç)dn
n
(27d)

The exponential functions and b are positive. At the optimum,
the Lagrangian of (22) is equal to the social welfare. Differentiating the Lagrangian with regard to agricultural land
rent (p*) yields:8
U3(r1)=-3W*/3p*>0.

(27e)

Since individual utilities fall with rising residential land
rent and S'>0, the marginal social utility of agricultural
land rent (3W*/3p*) is negative at the optimum. Hence, the
costate variable of the residential land rent is positive
at the edge of the city by (27e). It follows from (27d) that
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the costate variable changes sign no more than once and any
change is from plus to minus as distance decreases:
Ua(r 0 )<y 3 (*i), y 3 (r 0 )<0, and u 3 (r 1 )>0.

(27f)

Next/ consider the marginal utility of leisure in terms of
expenditure:
3X
du 3
"u3(-f
W A " U 2 ^y
(i)
3y _ X ( . )
X2
Using (21) and (27a) we find:

3u

3c

u33

=u 31

3y
3X

3y
3X

—= —
3y

u33
=u31(l-T')

nw

,

(ii)

nw
3X

(l-3c/3y)= — T 1 ,

9T

(iii)

3T

where 3A/3T>0, since 3X/3(-T)<0 (Intriligator, p.158), that is,
the marginal utility of expenditure falls with increasing
expenditure. Substituting (ii) and (iii) into (i), (27g) is
obtained:
3(u3(-)/A(-))/3y=-(u31A+u3(3X/3T))T'(y)/X2+(nwu31-u33)/Anw. (27g)
Substituting (27a) and (27g) into (26), the marginal tax rate
at the lower and upper end is :
f

T 1 (y)

nwu3i~u33
(r)t(r)
—
U3
Anw

a2*(r)
(28)

r=r0,ri

usiA+us(3X/3T)
U3(r)t(r)
—
+ ai4»(r)

r=r0 ,n

Even if we assume that, following 'Cooter (1978), the marginal
utility of consumption does not fall with rising leisure time
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(u3i>0), the marginal tax rate could be positive, nil, or
negative at both ends. The denominator is clearly positive at
the upper end, since U3(ri)>0 by (21f], u 31 >0 by assumption,
and 3X/3T>0 by (iii) above, while the numerator, being a
difference of two positive terms, can be of either sign. In
the extreme case that time costs of commuting are the
same everywhere in the residential city because there exist
a very rapid transportation system (t=0), then the marginal
tax rate is the same (T'= -a2/a!) and negative at both ends.
There are two reasons why the marginal income tax is not nil
at both ends. First, one price, namely the land rent is determined endogeneously. Secondly, the labor market has explicitly
been taken into account.
Finally, Cooter's fourth theorem says that the marginal
tax rate is not negative for any ability, provided that the
marginal social value of leisure does not rise with increasing
ability, i.e. 3(S'u3(•))/3n^0, and provided that the marginal
utility of consumption does not fall with increasing leisure
time, i.e. Ui3>0. In a spatial economy, however, these conditions do not ensure non-negative marginal tax rates. Substituting (21 a) and (27g) into (26), the marginal tax rate at
any distance is obtained:
T 1 (y)= u 3 (r)t (r) [nwu3 x -u 3 3]/nwX-ct2<j> (r) -]il (r)* (r) 3[u3 (')y(r)]/3y/
. [wn(r)2Pf (n)]j/fu3(r)t(r) [u3 x X+u 3 OA/3T)]/X2+ai$ (r) l . (29)
Solving the differential equation (25c), one can show that the
costate variable of the utility level (Ui(r)) is not positive,
if the marginal social value of consumption does not rise with
increasing ability, that is:
Ui(r)$0, if 3(S'ui('))/3n$0.

Moreover,

(30a)
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3(u3(•)y(r))/3y=(u31U3/(uinw)-U33/(nw))y+u3>0, if u 3 i»0.

(30b)

Hence, using (30a,b) and (27f), the marginal tax rate can be
positive, nil, or negative. Only numerical computations will
tell us whether the income tax schedule is progressive or
regressive.
3. HOUSEHOLDS WITH EQUAL ABILITIES

3.1 Identical households do not have the same income
An interesting feature of the spatial economy is the
fact that identical persons, who enjoy the same utility in
equilibrium, do not have equal incomes. This situation is
similar to that described in Mirrlees (1972): A social optimum
is attained when identical households are located around the
CBD in such a way that not everybody enjoys the same utility.
In general, a competitive realization of Mirrlees1 optimum
requires that identical households earn different incomes.
Here, identical households earn different incomes but attain
the same utility level in equilibrium. Therefore, a spatial
economy which consists of identical households should use an
income ta^schedule instead of an income tax rate, the latter
being equal for all households.
In order to show that identical households do not earn
the same income, consider the individual's utility maximization
(15). For the time being, neglect time cost of commuting,
taxes, and consumption. The utility maximization can be
written as follows:
T(r)
p(r)£(r)
;
max u=u(2,,a) s.t. (t0- —
)-a(r)= 0.
nw
nw
On the left-hand side in Figure 1, the available time net of
commuting cost is graphed as a function of distance. On the
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T(r)

ta-

nw
Figure 1
right-hand side, the household's choice is between leisure
(a) and land (£). Consider a person locating at the edge of
the CBD. His maximum attainable leisure time is a*. In order
to pay commuting cost, he would supply t* working hours. Given
the utility level v, he consumes a(r„) leisure time, works
tVv (r0) hours, consumes 2,(r0) land, and pays the land rent p(r0).
Due to the increased commuting cost, a person locating at the
edge of the city would enjoy less leisure time (a(rx)), but
work more (t (ri)), hence earn a higher income. Identical
VV

*
^
^
•
M
M
M
^
H
^
M
W

households locating farther away from the center will always
earn higher incomes, provided that time costs of commuting
are nil. What happens when time costs of commuting are not
negligible in this two-commodity model? Due to the pure crosssubstitution effect depicted in Figure 1, leisure time must
fall as distance increases: a(r)>a(r+dr). Substituting (3b)
into this inequality, we obtain:
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tw(r+dr)-tw(r)
dr

> -

t(r+dr)-t(r)
dr

Taking the limit as dr vanishes:
tw(r) > -t(r).

(31)

Working time supplied by households could fall or rise as we
move away from the center, depending on the pure cross-substitution effect.
Now, introduce both time cost of commuting and taxes into
this two-commodity model. The utility maximization is:
max u=u(-£,a) s.t.
T(r)
T(nw[t0-t(r)-a(r)])
t0-t(r)•
nw
nw

p(r)£(r)
a(r)

= 0.
nw

On the left-hand side in Figure 2, the available time net of
commuting cost is shown as a function of distance. Points A
and B are utility maximizing positions for households locating
at the edge of the CBD and at the edge of the city, respectively,
when neglecting taxes. Assuming a concave tax schedule (T'>0
and T''<0), the budget line is convex with regard to the
origin.9 In Figure 2, the construction of point C, which lies
on the budget line of the household locating at the edge of
the CBD, can be obtained as follows. First, draw the tax
schedule which starts at the level of point N. Point N represents
the available time net of time spent on commuting from

the

edge of the CBD to the center. Suppose that the person
chooses a* leisure time. Then his working time is t * which
equals his income (nw=l in Figure 2). Taxes on his income are
T*. Without taxes and when choosing a* leisure time, the person
can consume a*D land units. Imposing taxes, he can consume
a*D-T*/p(r0) land units, which is represented by point C.
This point is obtained graphically when following the dashed

»n

Hiû

c

s
M

dl

- 24 line in the sense of the arrows indicated, starting at point
a* and ending at C. Given the original land rent p(r0), the
budget line shifts inwards and the household maximizes utility
at point E. Similarily, the household locating at the edge
of the city attains point F, which does not necessarily lie on
the same indifference curve v'. However, points E and F cannot
be equilibrium points for two reasons: First, E and F are not
on the same indifference curve. Secondly, even if they were
on the same indifference curve the original land rent profile
could not be sustained. Introducing income taxes changes the
demand for land. In Figure 2, the person locating at the edge
of the CBD reduces his land demand from £(r0) to £'(r0)
(land is shown as a superior good), while the person locating
at the edge of the city reduces his demand frcm £(r!) to I'(rx).
Hence, total demand for land is reduced which leads the city
to shrink. This implies falling land rents everywhere which,
in turn, shift individual budget curves outwards. This secondround effect offsets partly the first-round reduction of
utility. Equilibrium is attained, when all identical households
attain the same indifference curve.
3.2 Optimal income taxation
The welfare maximization for the urban economy consisting
of identical households must slightly be modified because
the maximum attainable utility is now constant over distance.
Define the indirect utility function:
v(p,T,t0,t,T, n,w,G)=
max{u(c,£,t0-t-y/(nw) ,G) jy-T(y)-c-pS,-T>0 t„-t-y/(nw) £0}

(32)

Instead of the tax schedule we use income, consumption, and
land as control variables by substituting taxes from the
budget constraint. The welfare maximization (22) then becomes:
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W*=

max
{y,c,£,Ng,Lg,Nc}

I S|v(p(r) ,y(r)-c(r)-:p(rH(r)-T(r)
r 0 >>

J

*(r)
t(r) ,t(r) ,n,w,G)

dr

(33a)

A(r)
subject to:
u3(c(r),i(r),t0-t(r)-y(r)/(nw),G)

T(r)+

t(rj
X(y(r)-c(r)-p(r)4(r)-T(r),p(r),n,w,G)

P(r)=

(33b)
A(r)

,ri4>(r)
P<

dr
J

•

(33c)

r„£(r)

r ri
*(r)
wN +p L < I (y(r)-c(r)-p(r)£(r)-T(r))
dr
g
g
J
_r
A(r)
o

(33d)

ri

r
*(r)
w(N +N )<
y(r)
dr
g
°
L
Mr)

•

(33e)

The equation of motion (22b) is now superfluous because the
utility level is constant over distance. (22c) has been replaced
by (33c) which says that there must at least as much persons
be located in the urban economy as required by the city population. (33d) is the local government's budget restraint and
(33e) the equilibrium conditon for the labour market. Recall
that (lib), (4), (8) can be substituted into (33), but not
(20). Welfare is to maximized with regard to the three control
variables income, consumption, and land. Control parameters
are CBD land devoted to the production of public commodities,
and labor efforts devoted to the production of both public
and private commodities. The only state variable is now the
residential land rent.
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3.3 Necessary conditions for the urban economy
The welfare maximization determines income tax schedule,
allocation of resources, and city size simultaneously. The
Hamiltonian is;

x(r)+
*(r)
H=s(v(-))

«s(') .
• t(r)
X(-)

y(r)

Mr)

<fr(r)
+ tt!

Mr)

Mr)

<f>(r)
+ a2 (y(r)-c(r)-p(rH(r)~r(r))

<j)(r)
+ a 3 y(r)

Mr)

,

(34)

Mr)

where u(r) is the costate variable of the residential land
rent, and a. are positive constants, provided that in (33c-e)
the equalities hold at the optimum. We need two boundary conditions which, in turn, are given by (23b). In addition, there
are two transversality conditions for the CBD radius and city
radius similar to (23d), and three transversality conditions
for the control parameters. We wish to show that the marginal
tax rate is not nil at both ends, and that it can be positive,
nil, or negative for any income (or distance, respectively).
Consider the necessary conditions for income and consumption:

3H

9v <j»(r)

t(r) 3

3y

3T Mr)

Mr)

3H

3v <j>(r)

t(r) 3 r u 3 (•)

3c

3T A(r)

A(r) 3c X(-)

*(r)

u 3 (-)
+0.2

3y A(-)

<J»(r)
+a3

Mr)

(35)

,
Mr)

*(r)
(36)

-a2

Ä(r)

Add both equations :

t(r)

-y(r)

A(r)

<f»(r)

3(u3(-)/X(.))/3y+3(u3(.)/X(O)/3c +a3

i(r)

(i)
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Expand expressions in brackets:
3

(3u3/3y)X-u3 (3X/3y)

u 3 (-)

-u33X/(nw)-u3 (3X/3T)

3

(ii)

X:

3y X(-)

u 3 (-)

(3u3/3c)X-u3(3X/3c)

u 3i X+u 3 (3X/3T)

(iii)
3c X(-)

Substitute (ii) and (iii) into (i) , the costäte variable can
be written:

a3 <(> ( r ) nw
(iv)

u(r) =
t(r) (nwu3i-u33)
Note that (iii) can be written, when using (16c):
3

u3i

u 3 (-)
=

3c X(-)

3X/3T

(v)

+ nw(l-T')

X

X

Substituting (iv) and (v) into (36), the marginal tax rate is
obtained for any distance r0<r^.ri:10
(S1(3v/3T)+a2)(nwu3i-u33)

T-(y)=l+

;

nw(3X/3T)

a3nwX

u3i
+

.

X

(37)

Provided that the marginal utility of consumption does not fall
with increasing leisure time (ui3>0), the marginal utility of
taxes (3v/3T) is the only negative term on the right-hand side
of (37). However, the term in big brackets must be negative
because the marginal tax rate is less than one. Therefore, the
marginal tax rate can be positive, nil, or negative for any
income, including the lower and upper end.
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In this appendix, sufficient conditions for dn/dr>0 are
given. The land rent a household is willing to pay, given a
certain utility level, is described by the inverse of the
indirect utility function (32), and is denoted as bid rent function (p°). It is easy to show that the gradient of the bid
rent function is given by the right-hand side of (16d). In
Figure 3, the bid rent functions of two persons with different
abilities are depicted. If we can show that the bid rent func-

P(r)

P° (n^r1)

P°(n2,r)

P°(n2,r'

n 2 >n :

r0

Fig. 3

r1

ri

tion of the more able person (n2) is everywhere flatter than
that of the less able person (n:), given an arbitrary reference
rent p*, then there is a constant ranking by steepnes of bid
functions which, in turn, implies that the more able person
will locate farther away from the center than the less able
person, as was first 'Shown by Alonso (1964). The following are
sufficient conditions:

(Al)

3A/3n>0,

3 fu,(OÏ
« 0,
3n M O

(A2)
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H
(A3)

< 0,
3P

3
> 0,

(A4)

3p
The first condition states that land is a superior good with
regard to ability. The second that the marginal value of leisure
in terms of expenditure is not superior with regard to ability.
The third condition states that land is a normal good, and
the last that the marginal value of leisure in terms of expenditure is not a normal "good". The proof is in two steps. First,
we show that, for an arbitrary distance r* with land rent p*
as a reference, the bid rent function is steeper for the less
able person:

(a)

A(p*,n 1 )<i(p* f n 2 ) by (Al)
u3(0
X(-)

U3(")

p*,n:

£

by (A2)

X(-)

(b)

P */n2

The conclusion follows from substituting (a) and (b) into
(16d). Secondly, we show that the bid rent function is steeper
for the less able person at any distance r 1 between the CBD
and the reference distance r*. To show this graphically in
Figure 3, shift the bid function of person n2 from point B to
point A. Compare land demand for these two points:
£(p°(n2,r'),n2)>£(p°(nlfr'),n2)
>A(p°(ni,r') ,nx)

by (A3)
by (Al)

(c)
(d)

Now, shift the bid function of person ni from point A to B.
Compare leisure for these two points:

- 30 u 3 (-)

u3(O

>
X(-)

pMn^r'Kn:

X(-)

by (A4)

(e)

by (A2)

(f)

.p° (n2,r') ,nx

U3(»)

>
X(-)

p°(n2,r'),n2

The conclusion follows from substituting

(c)-(f) into (16d).

This completes the proof. Note that the condition u 1 3 >0, which
has been used by Cooter (1978) and in the text, together with
3A/3n>0 ensures that (A2) holds.
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FOOTNOTES

1

We disregard housing for the sake of simplicity. An explicit
housing model is given e.g. in Büttler/Beckmann (1980).

2

The terms "household", "individual", and "person" are used
as synonyms.

3

Time and money cost functions of commuting could be taken
from real cities so as to include congestion costs. In this
model, congestion could be considered by an iterative process: Compute an optimal resource allocation given the
initial transportation

functions. Compute from this house-

hold allocation new transportation functions which include
congestion. Given these new transportation functions , compute
a new household allocation. These steps are repeated until
the difference between two successive

transportation

functions is less than a prespecified small number.
"

Constant returns to scale, positive marginal products, and
diminishing returns imply: $:!$i\-$\z=Q.

5

Decreasing agglomeration economies and time cost of commuting
are sufficient to limit the growth of a city, see Henderson
(1977) .

6

See Cooter (1978) for a discussion on this issue.

7

In fact, a well-known Swedish writer recently complained
that her marginal tax rate is greater than hundred percent.

8

Note that the costate variable cannot be interpreted as
the marginal social value of CBD land rent at the edge of
the CBD because: u3(r0) = 3W*/3p, +aiL .

9

From the budget restraint:
A(r) = lnw(t0-t(r))-T(r)-nwa(r)-T(nw[t0-t(r)-a(r)]) |/p(r) .
Differentiating once and twice yields:
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dÄ
—=
da
d2*,
da2

nw(l-T')

< 0,
p(r)
(nw)2T''

p(r)

provided that T'>0 and T''<0.
10

Note that (37) can also be obtained from (35) when using

(ii) and (iv).
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